
Standard Fast Intensive

Tue, Thu: 18:00 - 21:00 Mon,Wed,Fri: 18:00 - 21:00
Mon: 08:30 - 11:30

Tue-Fri:  08:30 - 12:30

Class duration per weeks (1lesson = 45 mins) 4 units/session (8 lessons/week) 4 units/session (8 lessons/week) 5 units/session (24 lessons/week)

Class duration
A1,A2,B1: 24 weeks (A1.1: 12wk.)

B2,C1: 30 weeks (B2.1: 15 wk.)

Exam prep. B1: 6 weeks

A1,A2,B1: 16  weeks (A1.1: 8 wk.)

B2,C1: 20 weeks (B2.1: 10 wk.)

Exam prep. B1: 4 weeks

A1,A2,B1: 8 weeks (A1.1: 4 Wo.)

B2,C1: 10 weeks (B2.1: 5 Wo.)

Exam prep. B1: 2 weeks

Full Level (e.g. A1)

5.500.000 VND 4.800.000 VND 8.800.000 VND

12 weeks 8 weeks 8 weeks

7.000.000 VND 6.000.000 VND 11.000.000 VND

15 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks

2.000.000 VND 2.600.000 VND 4.600.000 VND

950.000 VND / lesson

Fees for courses with less than 10 persons or individual groups

Course fee for 4 weeks

Language levels according to the European Framework of Reference for Languages (Listening, Reading, Writing)

C1 Level - Required for direct admission to an university in Germany:

CAN contribute successfully to meetings and seminars within your own field of work or maintain an everyday conversation and be fairly fluent in abstract topics

entertaining. CAN read fast enough to meet the requirements of a university course; can read newspapers/magazines for informational purposes and can read non-standardised

correspondence. CAN design business letters as meetings and make relatively accurate notes or write a communicatively appropriate essay.

B2 Level:

CAN follow a presentation on a familiar topic, give a presentation or talk about a relatively wide range of topics.  CAN take relevant information from texts and understand detailed instructions or advices.  CAN 

take notes during a conversation/lecture or write a letter that includes non-standard requests.

B1 Level - Required for study preparatory visa and preparatory course:

CAN express limited opinions on abstract / cultural issues, advise within a familiar area and understand instructions or public announcements.  CAN understand simple instructions and articles as well as the main 

information in non-standard texts on a familiar topic.  CAN write letters or take notes on content whose subject matter is familiar or predictable.

A2 Level:

CAN express simple opinions or wishes in a familiar context.  CAN understand simple information on a familiar topic, e. g. B. in product information, notes or reports.  CAN fill out forms and write short, simple 

letters or postcards that refer to personal matters.

A1 Level - Required for family entry visa

CAN understand simple instructions or participate in a simple conversation on a predictable topic. CAN understand simple instructions, instructions or information.  CAN fill out simple forms and write notes, e. g. 

at times, dates and places

All German courses (A1-C1)

Course fees per lesson (= 45 mins) 

German Courses Levels A1-C1 & Special Courses

Price list for German classes (from 01.09.2022)

German classes from 10 - 20 students

Class hours

Course fees Half Level (e.g. A1.1/A1.2)

A1, A2 (incl. Exam preparation Zertifikat - A1/A2): 

192 lessons

B1 (incl. Exam preparation Zertifikat B1): 240 lessons

B2, C1: 240 lessons


